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Abstract. In knowledge-based information systems development ontologies are 
used to represent domain knowledge and transform them to the components of 
an information system. However, the ontology-based development of 
application domain rules, constraining or directing different aspects of a 
domain, is not defined in a formal manner and is required to be developed. In 
this paper, the authors propose an MDA-based method for transforming 
ontology axioms to application domain rules. Such rules can be consecutively 
transformed to information processing rules and implemented by executable 
rules in a software component of an information system. The paper illustrates 
the proposed method by applying it to transform Protégé ontology axioms to 
OCL constraints, which are the part of a UML class diagram. 
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1   Introduction 

In knowledge-based information systems (IS) development, a number of authors [1-3] 
suggest to represent knowledge by domain ontology, since the semantic content 
expressed by ontology can be transformed into IS artefacts, thereby reducing the costs 
of a conceptual modelling of the IS. In this context, researches are challenged to 
transform domain ontology to a conceptual data model. However, the ontology-based 
development of application domain rules is not defined in a formal manner. 

In the IS development, a rule-based approach has achieved a lot of attention and 
obtained a strong motivation for its application [4-6]. A number of methods were 
proposed to develop and to implement rules: UML with OCL [7], Demuth et al 
method [8], the Ross method [9], SWRL [10], etc. The chosen IS development 
methodologies are compared according to the possibility of rules modelling in [11]. 
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But none of the proposed languages or methods has been accepted as a standard 
technology yet, since they are not suitable for modelling all types of rules. Only few 
of them deal with reuse of knowledge acquired in the analysis of some particular 
application domain and automatic implementation of rules. 

The authors of this paper consider that domain ontology should be used for the 
modelling and implementing of application domain rules. Since, first, both domain 
ontologies and conceptual data models are intended to capture knowledge about a 
certain subject domain. Secondly, from a syntactic perspective, in both artefacts, 
domain knowledge is expressed in a similar way: terms of concepts, their properties 
and relationships, and rules (in ontology – axioms). Third, as stated in [1], ontology 
axioms (and ontology as a whole) are typically expressed in a formal way. Therefore, 
they can in principle be transformed to application domain rules automatically. 

The main idea of this paper is to investigate the automatic transforming of 
ontology axioms to application domain rules, which are implemented as information 
processing rules of an IS. Therefore, section 2 overviews the related works according 
to information processing rules and their implementation, section 3 presents a method 
of the transforming ontology axioms to information processing rules, section 4 
presents an example of the proposed transformation, section 5 concludes the paper. 

2   Information Processing Rules and Their Implementation 

Definition of a rule depends on the level of abstraction, where this rule is used, or the 
development step of a system. System development using MDA framework [12], 
proposed by the OMG, implies creation of models of the following types: the 
computation independent model (CIM), the platform independent model (PIM), and 
the platform specific model (PSM). A CIM or an application domain model is a view 
of a system from the computation independent viewpoint. A vocabulary or application 
domain ontology is used to specify it. A PIM defines a set of components and services 
of a system. A PSM combines the specifications in the PIM with the specifications 
how that system uses a particular type of platform. It contains all information 
necessary to generate the final code. A mapping between CIM and PIM, PIM and 
PSM should exist to ensure the integral, complete and appropriate transformation of 
models. However, OMG specifies only transforming PIM to PSM. A number of IS 
development tools, like PowerDesigner [13] or MagicDraw [14], support only the 
transforming IS models to software system models (PIM to PSM). 

The concept of an application domain rule can be analysed according to each of 
these levels of abstraction. At the CIM level, rules are statements that define or 
constrain some aspects of a particular application in a declarative manner. At the PIM 
level, rules are statements that define information processing rules using a rule-based 
language, like OCL [7]. At the PSM level, rules are statements in a language of a 
specific execution environment, like MS SQL Server 2008 [15] or ILOG JRules [16]. 

According to the implementation of application domain rules at IS, they can be 
classified to: (a) Structural rules (terms, definitions, facts, and integrity constraints), 
which can be implemented by a conceptual data model of an application domain, e.g., 
entity-relationship or UML class model; and (b) Dynamic rules, which can be 
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expressed by ECA rules and implemented, like SQL triggers or SQL views. A 
dynamic rule is: (a) a dynamic constraint, restricting transition from one state of the 
application domain to another; or (b) a derivation rule, calculating or logically 
concluding new information from existing information; or (c) a reaction rule, testing a 
condition and upon finding it true performing a defined action. 

According to the observation in [1], [17-19], ontology defines the basic concepts, 
their definitions and their relationships, comprising the vocabulary of an application 
domain, and the axioms for constraining interpretation of concepts and expressing 
complex relationships between concepts. Consolidation and epistemological axioms 
are used to restrict concepts and their relationships in some manner [20]. Derivation 
axioms derive some new information from existing [20]. In ontology development 
tools, like Protégé [21], axioms are implemented using a particular language, like 
Protégé Axiom Language (PAL) [22] or Ontology Web Language (OWL) [23]. These 
axioms correspond to the consolidation and derivation axioms from [20]. 

Therefore: (i) consolidation axioms can be modelled by dynamic constraints 
and / or reaction rules, (ii) derivation axioms can be modelled by derivation rules. 

3  Transforming Ontology Axioms to Information Processing Rules 

In this section, we apply the MDA framework to demonstrate the transforming 
ontology axioms to application domain rules. The schema is presented in Fig. 1. 

 

Fig. 1. The MDA-based transformation of ontology axioms to rules 

In Fig. 1 an application domain is presented by an application domain ontology with 
ontology axioms. These axioms are transformed to information processing rules. The 
information processing rules are transformed to the corresponding executable rules.  

Since the approach presented here relies on the definition of an explicit 
transformation between the meta-models of ontology axioms and information 
processing rules, the meta-models of these two paradigms are also defined. Fig. 2 
presents general ontology meta-model, which can be adapted to a particular ontology 
meta-model, like OWL or Protégé. Derivation and consolidation axioms are 
aggregated of statements, which can be states or conditions. Condition can be 
composed of one or more conditions. A state is atomic in all cases. 

Fig. 3 presents a general meta-model of a conceptual data model, which can be 
adapted to a meta-model of a particular conceptual data model, like entity-relationship 
[23]. The authors use [23] and [24] to define the meta-model of a conceptual data 
model. One ECA rule can constrain one or several entities. One entity can be 
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constrained by zero or several ECA rules. The ECA rule is an aggregation of one 
event, which activates rule, zero or one condition and one or two actions. If the ECA 
rule has no condition, it is assumed that the condition is satisfied in all cases. 
According to the rule properties defined in [5], the ECA rule should be atomic, e.g. it 
cannot be split into separate rules. However, the condition itself can be composed of 
one or more conditions. The condition and the action are aggregated of rule clauses. 
The rule clause is aggregated of facts (associated entities and / or attributes) of a 
conceptual data model. 

 

Fig. 2. The meta-model of an ontology 

The action in the ECA rule is atomic in all cases. The ECA rule can have two actions: 
the first one is performed, when the condition is satisfied, and the second one is 
performed, when the condition is not satisfied. 

The mapping of meta-classes from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 is defined as follows: a 
concept maps to an entity, a definition maps to an entity description, a property maps 
to an attribute, a relationship maps to a relationship, a statement maps to a rule clause, 
an axiom maps to an application domain rule, a state maps to an action or a condition, 
and a condition maps to a condition. For the detailed mapping see the case study. For 
more details about the mapping of an ontology to a conceptual data model see [23] 
and [25]. For the detailed study of the transforming axioms to information processing 
rules the authors choose the PAL, which is used to define axioms in Protégé ontology, 
and Object Constraint Language (OCL), which is used to define information 
processing rules in UML class diagrams. 
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Fig. 3. The meta-model of a conceptual data model 

4   Transforming PAL Constraints to OCL Constraints 

In this section the authors present the transforming PAL constraints to OCL 
constraints. We have chosen Protégé because it allows for the open source software to 
be installed locally and provides all features and capabilities required for the present 
research. UML is the most popular for modelling of business and IS. OCL is proposed 
as a formal language to express rules, since UML diagrams are typically not refined 
enough to express those rules explicitly. However, OCL does not have any graphical 
notation and thus does not account for easily comprehensible language. 

The authors define Protégé ontology (ProtégéOntology) as a set of CLASSPO, 
SLOTPO, RELPO, VOCPO, VALUEPO, DOMAINPO, PALCONST elements: 

 

ProtégéOntology := {CLASSPO, SLOTPO, RELPO, VOCPO, VALUEPO, 
DOMAINPO, PALCONST}, 

(1) 

 
where CLASSPO = {classPO

i | i : N} is a set of concepts in the ProtégéOntology, like a 
customer or an order. SLOTPO = {slotPO

i | i : N} is a set of slots presenting properties 
of classes, like customer_name, and their relationships with other classes, like a slot 
customer in the class order. RELPO = {is-a, inverse, has} is a set of relationships, 
where is-a presents the hierarchical relationship between classes, inverse – the inverse 
relationship between slots, and has presents slots of a class. VOCPO = {documPO

i | 
i : N} is a set of class definitions. Each class has one particular definition. VALUEPO 
= {valuePO

i | i : N} is a set of values in an ontology. A value can be a string, a symbol, 
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a class, etc. DOMAINPO = {domainPO
i | i : N} is a set of domains in the 

ProtégéOntology. A domain (domainPO
i) is a set of possible values (valueO

i) of slots 
(slotPO

i). In Protégé ontology all axioms are simply implemented by PAL constraints. 
The authors define PAL constraints as follows: 

 

PALCONST := {palconstPO
i | i : N }, (2) 

 
where PALCONST is a set of axioms defined by PAL constraints. Each element of 
PALCONST is a PAL constraint (palconstPO

i) defined be a PAL-name (palnamePO
i) or 

a label of a constraint, a PAL-documentation (paldocumPO
i) or a description of a 

constraint, a PAL-range (palrangePO
i), which is a set of local and global variables that 

appear in the statement of the PAL constraint, and a PAL-statement (palstatPO
i). A 

PAL-range (palrangePO
i) consists of a set of classes (classPO

i). A PAL-statement 
(palstatPO

i) consists of a set of statements (statementPO
i), which are connected using 

logical connectives and / or quantifiers. A statement (statementPO
i) is composed of a 

class (classPO
i) or a slot (slotPO

i) associated by a relationship (relO
i) with a class 

(classPO
i) or a slot (slotPO

i) or a value (valuePO
i). 

Analysing and detailing a UML class diagram, which can be used to represent a 
particular conceptual data model, falls outside the principal scope of this paper. The 
authors define only an OCL constrain here. For more details about mapping of the 
Protégé ontology and a UML class diagram can be seen in [26]. According to [7], the 
following components of OCL constraints are defined: 

 

OCLCONST := {oclconsti | i : N }, (3) 

 
where OCLCONST is a set of OCL constraints in a UML class diagram. Each element 
of OCLCONST is an OCL constraint (oclconsti) defined be a context (contextOCL

i), a 
type (statetypeOCL

i) and an OCL statement (statementOCL
i).  

The context can be a particular class, an attribute or a method of a UML class 
diagram. Statement types can be stereotypes (invariant, precondition or post-
condition), an initial value and derived value. A statement (statementOCL

i) is 
composed of a class (classUML

i), an attribute (attributeUML
i) or a method (methodUML

i), 
which is associated by a mathematical operator with a class (classUML

i), an attribute 
(attributeUML

i), a method (attributeUML
i) or a value (valueUML

i). An example of a 
statement is self.numberOfEmployees > 50, where numberOfEmployees is an attribute 
and 50 is a possible value of this attribute. The reserved word self is used to refer to 
the contextual instance. For instance, if the context is the Company class, then self 
refers to an instance of the Company class. 

The transformation of a PAL constraint to the corresponding OCL constraint 
follows: (a) a PAL-range (palrangePO

i) is transformed to the context of an OCL 
constraint (contextOCL

i); (b) a PAL-statement (palstatPO
i) is transformed to an OCL 

statement (statementOCL
i); (c) a PAL-name (palnamePO

i) is transformed to the name of 
an OCL constraint; (d) a PAL-documentation (paldocumPO

i) may be transformed to 
comments of an OCL constraint, which are denoted by two dashes (--). The analysis 
of PAL shows that all PAL-statements correspond to OCL invariants. 
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4.1   An Example of Transforming PAL to OCL 

A prototype of the PAL OCL transformation plug-in was developed to carry out the 
experiment of automatic transformation of PAL constraints to OCL constraints. In 
this prototype it is necessary to specify a file, where OCL constraints will be stored 
and all PAL constrains will be automatically transformed to OCL constraints. 

An example of transforming a PAL constraint from the Newspaper ontology [21], 
restricting that the Employee end date should be after the start date, to the 
corresponding OCL constraint follows: 
• A PAL constraint: 
(%3APAL-RANGE "(defrange ?Employee :FRAME Employee)\n") 
(%3APAL-STATEMENT "(forall ?Employee \n (< ( 
'start_date' ?Employee) ('end_date' ?Employee)))\n")) 

• An OCL constraint: 
context Employee inv start_date_before_end_date: 
self.end_date > self.start_date 

5   Conclusions 

The analysis of the related works in the field of knowledge-based information systems 
development using the domain ontology shows that rules used in application domain 
are presented in the ontology by axioms. 

In this article, we contribute with an MDA-inspired method for transforming 
ontology axioms to information processing rules. In order to illustrate the presented 
method of transforming ontology axioms to information processing rules, we show 
the transforming of PAL constraints to OCL constraints. 

The case study as well as the implemented prototype shows that the suggested 
method can be implemented and used for the automation of ontology axioms 
transformation to the information processing rules of an information system. 
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